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STALLING OF HELICOPTER BLADES

By F. B. GUSTAFSONand G. C. MYERS, Jr.

SUMMARY

Theoretical studieg hare predicted that operation of a. heli-
copter rotor beyond certain combinations of thrust, forward
speed, and rotational ~peed might be prevented h rqn”dly in-
creasing stalling of the retreating blade. The same studies also
indicate that the eficieny of the rotor will increase until the8e
[imita are reached or closely approached, 80 that it is desirable
to de~”gnhelicopter rotorgfor operation close to the limits im-
posed by blade stalling, Inasmuch as the theoretical predic-
tions of blade 8talling inoolre numercwx approxim”ons and
a88umptwns, an expen”mental incehgation was needed to
determine whether, in actual practice, the 8tall did occur and
spread as predicted and to establish the amount of stalling that
could be present without 8ecereuibrati”onor control d&ultie8
being introduced.

me rssult8 of such an investigation of a t$qn”calhelicopter
are pre8entedherein. Photographic 0b8erLXZiiOn8of tufts on the
rotor blades show that, for the rotor 8tudied, the stun did occwr
and 8pread roughly in the manner predicted. CorreMon oj
the tuft photographs with pilot’8 ob8erwzt.ionsof vibration and.
control churactem”8tic88how that the e$ects oj stalling on stick
n“bration and control are serere jor this helicopter when the
calculated angle oj attack at the tip of the retreating blade ex-
ceedsthe stalling angle of the airfoil section by approxim.atel~Jo.

Theoretical design chart8, constricted on the assumption
that tip angles of attack cannot be permitted to exceedthe stall
by more than 4°, show how blade 8talling in combination with
compressibili~ e~ecb may be expected to hamper the demJner
in hi8 eJort8 to decelop high-speed helicopters. These charts
also indicate 8ome of the mean8 by which stalling limit-s may be
postponed and the magnitude of the gains that might be achiered.

Blade stalli~ ti concluded to be an important obstaclein the
development of high-speed helicopters, and the inrwtigation of
the txvimM known method8 of deia~”ng blade 8tull may make
po8sib[esubstantial speed increases.

INTRODUCTION

As a lifting rotor moves forward, the advancing blades
encounter progressively higher veIocitiw and the retreating
blades, progressively lower velocities. Thus, in order to
maintain its lift, the retreating blade must operate at pro-
gressively higher angles of attack as forward speed is in-
creased. It follows that at some ratio of forward speed to
rotational speed the angles of attack on the retreating blade
-d reach the stalI.

Theoretical analyses presented in references 1 and 2 show
that the best rotor efficiency in forward flight is obtained by
operating at tip speeds at which stalling begins to become

E@Mcant. The anaIysis of reference 3 has shown that, if
this procedure is not folIowed, a sacrifice in hovering efEcien-
cy vri.Uresult. Conflicting vrith these considerations of
efficiency are practical considerations of safety and freedom
from vibration, inasmuch as designing the rotor for the con-
dition where stall becomes significant Ieavw no margin for
maneuvers or gusts, and }he pilot, when encountering these
conditions, -ivouIdtid the effects of stalI extremeIy serious.
The net remdt is that blade staII is a highIy signitlcant
criterion of design ancl, in the final amdysis, determines the
uItimate possibilities of the helicopter.

A great deaI of work has previoueIy been done on rotors
operating in the autorotative condition. Tlwe studies
have indicated that stalling of the blades dicl occur in flight
roughly in the manner expected from rotor theory; that is,
in the case of the autogiro, the staIl was found to occur fist
inboard on the retreating blade in the Iow-velocity region,
then to spread outward, and eventually to approach the
higher velocities near the tip. The stwed region shotid be
quite diEerent for the helicopter than for the autogiro,
owing to the reversal of direction of inflow. An experi-
mental study was therefore made on a helicopter rotor for
correlation with the corresponding theory.

SYMBOLS

tip-speed ratio
(v:”) -

true airspeed, feet per second except where otherwise
noted ..—

rotor angular velocity, radians per second
rotor blade radius, feet
angle of attack of rotor disk, degrees

t~ust”oeflc’’-’(mfi$+
thrust, pounds
air density, slugs per cubic foot

number of blades

f (Rcr’dr)

h Jequivrdent chord ‘~
r%r

o
blade chord, feet -
radius to blade element, feet
angle of attack of blade element, degrees
blade azimuth angIemeasured from down-wind position

in direction of rotation
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Direction of rotdim

(a) (b) (c}

(a) V-40mph;K&rspeed,MSDm. (b) V=70 mph;rotorspeed,225rpm. (o) V=70mph;rotorspeed,205rpm.

(M=O.M2;;.-0.109.) - f#-o.2al;:-O.02L) (P-0249;:-mu.)

FIGLTiEl.-l’heoreticrdstall kmdmies forrepresentativehelkmptermnditiomi.weightAWPOIIM$;KWUS,19feet;Parasite-dragares,28squareM: atrWrwangleOfnttac~,1~.

THEORETICfi” ANALYSIS

If the angle-of-attack distribution around the rotor is
calcnIated for some representative conditions of flight, it is
possib~e to see where the stallecI region is expected on the
helicopter rotor md how large it may become. Results of
calculations for representative flight conditions me shown
in figure 1. The values of airspeed and rotor speed used to
identify the three conditions illustrated.in figure.1.me SQDM:.
what approximate, the values used in the calcul~tig-~ ll~yi~g
been chosen .to correspond to specific flight data which will
be discussed subsequently. The circles shown in the.figure
represent plan views of the rotor disk, the direction of
flight and direction of rotation being as shown. The dark
region at the center represents the area swept by the hub
and blade shanks. The shaded crescentsrepresent the region
where the direction of flow over the retreat&g blades is
reversed. . Wind-tunnel testi on practicakonstruction sec-
tions of the blades. used indicate that the stalling angle is
about 12°. Consequently, the contour for an angle of attack
of 12° has been drawn and is considered as the bound,ary of
the stalled region. AH angles of attack inboard of this
boundary are less than 12°. Angles outboard arc greater
than 12° and this region is considered stalled.

For the helicopter under co.psideration,,it would be ex-
pected on the basis of the calculations that stalling woqld be
just beginning to occur on the retreating tip at a forward
speed of 40 miles per hour and it rotor speed of 205 rpm
(fig. 1 (a)). Similarly, at a forward speed of 70 miles per
hour and a rotor speed of 225 rpm an increased region
of stall is expected (fig. 1 (b)), and at low rotor speed and a
forward speed of 70 miles per hour (fig. 1 (c)) an appreciable
stalled area would be anticipated.

These calculations are based upon reference 4, which
makes certain simplifying assumptions and takw no account
of the effect of the stall itself on the blade motion and thus
the angle+f-attack distribution.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

In order to obtain experimental data for the present in-
vestigation, the type of equipment described in reference 5
was used, A 35-millimeter motion-picture camera was
mounted rigidly on the rotor hub and was pointed along a
blade equipped with tufts and markings. (Sw.fig. 2.) TLc
tufts were pieces of wool yarn 3 inches long. In figure 3
typical photographs from the records ttdwn in flighL arc
shown. In figure 3 (a) the blade is on the advancing siflf’.

..Note that all the tufts indicate smooth flow along the Lhlc.
In figure 3 (b), which is a photograph taken on the ret.rcaling
side, it can be seen that the outer portion of the blade is
definitely stalled, the tufts streaming forward from thuir
attachment points. Similarly, the Made at the 0.75 radius.
is staIled, at the 0.6 radius is partly stalled, and at the 0.45
radius iS installed though the flow is lwavily yawed. The
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FIWRE 2--Canrer8 lnstalletlonon hclkoptcrrotorhub.
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(b)*-31O”.

FIGCBB3.—Tysdcslphotographstakenh Wt oftuftsona MieopterrotorWds.

Made section was considered to be stalled when the tufts
indicated reversed or burbled flow over the rear 30 percent
of the chord.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Some of the results obtained from analyzing the photo-
graphs of the blades, such as figure 3, are ahovm in figure 4.
The observed stall regions, represented by the shaded areas,
have been superimposed upon the theoretidly estabkhecl

regions for the same conditions shown in figure 1. It is
seen that the stall does occur. and grow roughly in the ex-
pected manner.

Pilot reactions to the conditions are quite interesting.
The condition at a.forward speed of 70 miles per hour and
low rotor speed (Q 4 (c)) where a large amount of stalling
is present represents the most extreme condition that the
pilot was able to maintain long enough to take a record.

—.. . Theoretical boundary

11111111/1/1
Experimeniaf sfalled areo

Q*.

Direcdim of ffigbf

(a) M

(s) V-4 mp~ rotorspeed,X15rpm. (b) V-70mph;rwtorspeed,2Z5rpm.

FIGIXE4.-ComporisonNtweentheorstkl snd eqx?rimentalsMledsreaa.
SU951—5GCI

(c)

(a)V=70 mph; rotorspeed,2.15rpm.
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For this helicopter, therefore, the condition with this large
stalled area (about 15 percent of the disk area) appeam to
represent very nearly the operational limit.

In the condition of moderate stall, the pilot although un-
comfortable was able to control the helicopter satisfactorily
and to take records. No. effects that. would be associ~ted
with stalling were noted in the first marginal stall case. It
would seem then that, although the effects of a small amount
of stalling are tolerable, operation with large amounts of
stalI is prohibitive.

From the preceding discussion stalling would be expected
to impose a real limit on the condition of operation that may
be utilized. It is interesting to examine the possibility of
correlating practical experience with rotor theory in this
regard and also to examine the influence of the design vari-
ables on the theoretical stalling limits. A convenient plot
for such examination is shown in figure 5.

The angle of attack reached at the-retreating tip of the
blade depends upon the three varinbles showu in figure 6.
It depends first upon the tip-speed ratio P, that is, the ratio
of forward speed to rotational speed. It also depencls upon
the ratio of tlm thrust coefficient to the solidity Cr/G
(which is a measure of the mean blade lift coeficimt).
for, as the angles of attack all around the disk increase.,
the angle of the retreating tip also increases. For a
given helicopter, this quantity Cr/U may be increased
either by increasing the weight or by decreasing the
rotational speed. It will also be increased by operation

(c)
I I I .,

.05 .10 . f5

(c) p=o.35e

at high aItitudes. For ellicient operation this metm lifL
coe.f?icient should be kept reasonably high, Finally, tJM
angle of attfick at the retreating tip depends upon tho ratio
of parasite drag to lift; that is, the degroc to which the thrust
vectur must tilt forward to overcome the drag of the fuselage.
If a propeller is installed on the fuselage, iL is possible, in
effect, to reduce the parasite drag which the rotor must
overcome. In fact, with increased propellm power, ncgalivc
values of parasite drag can be produced. Then, although
for positive values of parasite drag the rotor is dragging tho
fuselage, for negative values the propeller and fuselage are
dragging the rotor and the limiting condition is thut of tho
autogiro, for which no power is being applied to f,hc rotor.
Thus, increasing the ratio of parasiLedrag to lift (fig. 5) is
equivalent to applying more and more power to the rotor.
Values of the ratio of parasite drag to lift for present-day
helicopters at cruising speeda are of the order of 0.1.

On~. the tip-speed ratio Kis fixed, the anglu of attuck a~
the retreating tip is detmnined for combinations of tl.m
ratio of parasite drag to lift and mean blade lift coellicieut. -.
The line labeled cc,= 12° b figure 5 represents combinations
of these quantiti~ for which the calculated nngh! of nthwlc
at the retreating tip (at #=270°) is 12°. Similarly, the Iiuo
labeled _g,= 16° represents combinations of parasite drrig
and megu lift coefficient for which the retreating tip angle of
attack is 16°. Because the stall begins inboard in the uuto-
rotation or near-autorotatiou conditions, the type of inboard
limit adopted in reference 2 has been used for conditions
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where this limit is more stringent than the tip angle-of-
attack limitation. The condition represented by the short
limit lines touching the curves labeled “autorotation” in
figure 5 is that the blade angle of attack shown has been
reached at 270° azimuth at a.radius such that the tangential
velocity is equal to four-tenths the rotational tip speed.
The 12° and 16° lines represent the range of angle of attack
in which blade airfoils would be a~pected to stall and have
been included in previous theoretical papers as probable
limiting conditions of the vaIidity of the theory.

The positions of the curves on figure 5 show, then, that
increasing either @U, the ratio of parasite drag to lift, or
,uincreases the angle of attack at the retreating tip.

ATOWthat these theoretical relationships have been eatab-
hshed, it is of interest to spot selected data points on the
plots. The condition for which extreme st.alIwas observed
in flight was at a forward speed of 70 miles per hour and a
rotor speed of 205 rpm, which corresponds to a tip-speed
ratio ~ of approximately 0.25. This condition applies there-
fore to the plot of figure 5 (b). For this condition the values
of the ratio of parasite drag to lift and CT/~locate the point as
shown. Since this point ,represents the extreme amount
of tip stall operationally tolerable, it would appear that,, for
this rotor, the 16° tip angle-of-attack line may be taken as
the limit of practical conditions of operation. If in a similar
manner the point at which stall was just beginning to occur
is plotted (for a forward speed of 40 mph and a rotor
rotational. speed of 205 rpm, giving a tip-speed ratio of
approx. 0.15 and locating the point on the plot of figure 5
(a)), it- is found that the coordinate values are such as to
place the point on the 12° angle-of-attack line. This result
indicates again the agreement with theory show-nearlier for
this marginal stall case. lt will be noted that, for the heli-

copter tested, the operational limit occurred vvhen the calcu-
lated angle of attack at the tip of the retreating blade ex-
ceeded the stalling angle of the airfoil section by approxim-
ately 4°. The 12° and 16° angle-of-attack lines may be
considered boundaries of three regions, the first representing
conditions for which no stall w-illbe encountered, the second
(hatched region in fig. 5) representing conditions for which
a moderate amount of stall is present, and the third (croaa-
hatched region in fig. 5) representing conditions for which
st.dl is so severe as to prohibit operation.

If, for examplo, an attempt were made to fly this helicopter
at 100 miles per hour, and hence at a tip-speed ratio of ap-
proximately 0.35, and stiIl use the low rotor speed used in
the first two cases, the operating condition -ivould be far
beyond the 16° angle-of-attack line that represents the m~~i-
mum tolerable amount of stall. This point is shown in
figure 5 (c).

The combinations of these variables which the designer
may use are limited by the necessity for working in the
operationally feasible region. As the tip-speed ratio is
increased, the region of possible operating conditions grows
smaller and smaIIer util, finally, at some higher tip-speed
ratio, tho area free from stall disappears entirely. The
permissible blnde loading CT/uapproaches zero and, thus, the

load that can be carried also approaches zero. The tip-speed
ratio which may be attained is thereforo limited by stalling.
If large increases in the high speed of the helicopter are
attempted, accompanying increases in the rotational speed
must., of necessity, be made in order to keep dovi-nthe tip-
speed ratio and avoid severe stalling. Large iucreases h
rotational speed, however, lead to compressibility losses at
the blade tips. The degree to vvhich low tip-speed ratios
can be maintained with increasing forward speed is therefore
limited by compressibility. Tip stall and compressibility
thus ultimately limit the high speed of the helicopter.

The higher the loadings that the designer attempts to
maintain, the lower are the tip-speed ratios which can be
attained without severe stalling; and the lower the permissi-
ble tip-speed ratios, the lower is the forward speed at which
compressibility troubles occur. High loadings &US bvo]v~
low limiting speeds and, con-rersely, high speeds necessitate
low Ioadin@. The high-ape~d helicopter must therefore be
lightly loaded, which suggests a large rotor of high Solidity
operating at high tip speeds.

Figure 5 also indicates a number of ways in which the
helicopter designer may postpone the stall without incurring
penalties in performance elsewhere. Very sificant gaiu
are available if the stalling characteristics of present-day
rotor blades are improved. Two means are available for
increasing the stalling angle: (1) irregularities in the section
that induce premature stall should bc avoidecl and (2) air-
foiI profles having higher stalling angles maybe used insofar
as is possible without producing drag increases at low angks
and without producing large pitching moments. Another
possibility from which only benefits accrue is cleaning up
the fuselage, since reducing the parasite drag has aIready
been shown to reduce the angle of attack in the region of the
stall.

A reduction in Cr/Uor in the mean blade lift coefficient is
undesirable because of penaIties incurred elsewhere, for
example, in hovering and cruising &ght. One way to avoid
this problem, however, is by the use of a gear shift. The
helicopter may be designed for high speed on the basis of
compressibility and stall hits (which factors ca~ for use of
a low mean Iift coefl?mient)and a gear shift may be provided
to permit reduction of the rotor rotational speed in hovering
and in lo-iv-speedoper~tion. The mean lift coefficients may
thus be raiseclto efficient values for these conditions.

It may also be remarked that the introduction of some
twist in the blades shows promise of delaying the stall, sinca
it tenda to distribute the lift more evenly along the blades
and to reduce the high loadings at the tip.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the limited e-xperimentaland theoretical
treatments presented, the following conclusions concertig
the stalling of helicopter blades may be drawn:

1. Stall occurs and spreads roughly in the manner pre-
dicted by helicopter theory.

2. Stalling imposes a practical limit on the condition of
operation which may be utilized. For the helicopter t~ted,
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the operational limit occurred when the angle of attack at
the tip of the retreating blade exceeded the stalling angle of
the aifioil by approximately 4°.

3. The extent of the experimental data md the degree
of agreement shown are believed to be suillcient to indicate
that theore~ical stalling calculations can be used as a basis
for helicopter rotor design.

4. Further correlation of data with theory and study of the
avenuw open for postponing the stall should be extremely
helpful in realizing the ultimate possibilitiesof the helicopter..

LANGLEY h~EMoRIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, 7TA., April 16, 1946.
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